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“Each time the volcano erupts, it lays down a thin 
layer of ash. Nothing much happens for a while, but 

eventually that ash becomes rich topsoil—perfect for 
growing juicy pineapples.”  

Keep feeding your plantation! 
Advertise in the TUG magazine. 

Call: Ron Campitelli 905-893-8217 
or: Wende Boddy 905-820-0295

We are tightly focused  
on the Power Systems space.
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By Léo Lefebvre, President, 
TORONTO USERS GROUP  
for Power Systems

Here we are again. Another TUG 
season has come and gone! 
And what a season 2007-2008 
was, on stage and backstage! 

Actually, there were two stages this year: 
TUG and IBM itself. IBM has been active 
in the last twelve months and we just could 
not ignore the activities on their part. 
Many things happened at IBM. Just to 
name a few: There was the announcement 
of a new release of WDS along with new 
packaging. Then there was the V6R1 
release (which is now referred to as “6.1”). 
And, on April 2nd, 2008, we witnessed the 
official announcement of the merger of the 
System i and System p hardware platform 
(which had been expected for some time).

On the TUG stage, we had another great 
selection of presentations and speakers all 
season long. 

It started on October 3, when with close 
collaboration with IBM, Dr. Frank Soltis 
paid us a visit and gave us his view on the 
future of the System i and the computer 
world in general. Then, in November we 
hosted Alison Butterill and Trevor Perry 
who told us about the PHP world and gave 
us ways to survive in the IT world (and be a 
survivor in general). 

In January we went to the IBM Toronto 
Lab in Markham, to learn about the new 
release of WDS, its new packaging, and 
general pricing. This visit also gave us a 
great opportunity to meet some members 
of the Rational team from Toronto and 
Raleigh, NC. 

And how could we best learn about a new 
System i operating system release? By 
getting a presentation directly from IBM, 
of course. In March, Barry Pow took that 
responsibility, and Barbara Morris gave us 
more details on the RPG side. 

After another successful TEC in April, the 
meeting season ended on a very high note 
with Scott Klement giving us two of his 
personal presentations on ways to use RPG 
to interact with the IFS and then with Excel 
spreadsheets. 

The TUG backstage has also been very busy 
this past year. With the announcement of 
Wende Boddy’s retirement last Summer 
(effective this past April), we took that 
opportunity to review our internal 
procedures and management tools. The 
combination of the process changes we 
were planning for the TUG office were to 
have a major impact on the work Wende’s 
replacement would have to do. To be very, 
very short, we first hired a professional 
accounting firm to look after our day-to-
day financials, freeing the TUG treasurer 
of many clerical tasks and bringing some 
continuity in maintaining and reporting 
TUG financials. Then we attacked the 
database itself. A new system has been 
designed and developed which came to life 
just after TEC 2008, thanks to our Editor 
Vaughn Dragland. 

Parallel to all of these big changes we “called 
for proposals” to find a replacement for 
Wende. What a challenge that was, especially 
because of the talented candidates we had! It 
was extremely difficult to choose the person, 
and in the end Lindsay Sutherland was 
offered the position. She already had some 

experience with the TUG office as she had 
replaced Wende on a few occasions in the 
past and she went through a two-month 
training period just before TEC 2008. 
Lindsay officially took her role on May 1, 
2008 and quickly got a very close view of 
looking after a regular TUG meeting (the 
May 28th with Scott Klement) and the 
TUG Annual Charity Golf Tournament. 
She has had quite a ride so far, but it came 
out very good. 

In the backstage, we still have a few things 
to look after—actually we always have 
something to look after in the backstage 
(like preparing the next TEC). The TUG 
website is another area to work on. We have 
considered many options in the past and we 
should be able to come up with a new look 
soon, so stay tuned. 

As I was saying, another season has passed 
and we are now getting ready for the next 
one. Every season brings its own challenges 
and the upcoming one will be no different. 
With the merger of the IBM i and p 
hardware systems, new opportunities are 
arising. What we are going to do with them 
is still under evaluation. We’ll need some 
help, especially from IBM and the industry 
to figure out what would be the best way to 
bring to our members the best education 
available. We will keep you informed. If you 
have any suggestions let me know. 

In the meantime, enjoy the summer. If you 
are taking vacation, have a great one, and 
we’ll see you in September.   TG

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
JULY 2008
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Turning a Layoff  
into Success
By James O. Armstrong

Baby boomers are probably disadvantaged by being older. 
While our society, in both the U.S. and Canada, is largely 
beyond the point of discrimination by race, gender, 
nationality or religious preference, for example, I do 

believe there is an age-based discrimination that has continued 
among some companies. I deplore this situation and consider it to 
be something that we will get beyond principally based on supply 
and demand factors in the future. 

Typically, companies tend to focus on older employees from the 
standpoint of downsizing or rightsizing formulas. Oftentimes, the 
formula focuses on your age and years of service, which in effect is a 
double weighting on age. So, someone who is 52, 55 or 61 years old 
winds up being out of a job. 

Professional HR departments in companies cannot admit publicly 
that by lowering their average age, they lower both their overall 
payroll and fringe benefit costs. In the United States, this factor 
especially relates to the total health care costs because as we get 
older, we tend to use doctors, hospitals, medical tests, prescriptions 
and dentists more frequently. 

Begin to make plans today
If you anticipate that there will be a reorganization in your company, 
you should begin to make plans today. Of course, one of those 
strategies for moving forward might involve going back to school to 
get more education or more training so that you can become more 
employable in the future. 

If you are downsized, never give up
The first objective is this: “Don’t give up!” You must stay in the game. 
So, interact with friends, neighbors, colleagues plus men and women 
at your church or civic organization, such as your local chamber of 
commerce.  Don’t be afraid to ask for some help in this process. The 
Bible puts it like this: “You have not because you ask not.” So we do 
want to let people know. And as a professional sales and marketing 
executive most of my life, it has been stressed over and over again in 
seminars, where I have received training in my craft:  “Ask for the 
business.” 

Fear can immobilize us. But the opposite of fear is taking action 
that’s appropriate to the circumstance, which might include going 
back and getting more education or training. On the other hand, 
it certainly does involve networking with your friends, relatives, 
neighbors and people in your company or industry.  You must begin 
to go forward—by developing your resume, making appropriate 
phone calls, networking, meeting with individuals in person, and 
simply asking men and women if they have jobs for someone with 
your unique background and skills. 

You must hang in there and not give up. 
The highlight of former Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill’s most famous speech 
goes like this: “Never give in. Never give 
in. Never, never, never, never—in nothing, 
great or small, large or petty—never give in, 
except to convictions of honor and good 
sense.” (Source:  October 29, 1941 address 
at Harrow School, located in Harrow on the 
Hill, England.) 

Finally, please remember that for every 
$10,000 of income that you expect or anticipate in your next job, 
you should expect to invest one week to six weeks of effort. In other 
words, the higher your income has been in the past, the more time 
you can expect to put into this effort on a full-time basis in order to 
achieve your desired outcome, as you go forward.    TG

James O. Armstrong, President of NowWhatJobs.net, 
Inc., (www.nowwhatjobs.net), also serves as the Editor 

of NowWhatJobs.net, the resource for job and career 
transitions for workers 40 years old and over, Baby 

Boomers, and Active Seniors. Read NowWhatJobs.net for 
skills training, relocation options, job opportunities and 

much more. In addition, James is the author of “Now 
What? Discovering Your New Life and Career After 50” and 

is the President of James Armstrong & Associates, Inc., a 
media representation firm based in Suburban Chicago. 

James O. Armstrong

 Income Tax Savings
 Investment Funds
 Life Insurance
 Income For Life

 Retirement Planning
 RRSPs, TFSAs, GICs
 Benefit Packages
 Disability Income

Contact Amy Ho or Clinton Thomson 
today for a Personal Financial Review, 

or a Retirement Planning Seminar 
for your group.

7615 Kimbel Street, Suite 6, Mississauga, Ontario
amy.ho@adalais.com  |  clinton.thomson@adalais.com

www.adalais.com

Mutual Funds sold through
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THE MARCH 2008 MEETING OF MEMBERS
MoM REVIEWT U G

A Zero-defect Evening 
Coding in RPG!!!

By Aziz Saleh

On Wednesday May 28, the 
2007/2008 seasons’ last 
Meeting of Members (MoM) 
for TUG was held at Sheraton 

Parkway. This MoM (like many others) had 
two sessions, both on RPG were presented 
by a sausage producer from Wisconsin, 
Scott Klement! Lindsay Sutherland took 
over from Wende Boddy at this MoM and 
welcomed all the guests eager to hear Scott’s 
presentation. A heartfelt thanks goes out to 
both Wende and Lindsay for ensuring the 
success of all TUG events!

The first session, which started just 
after 5:00 p.m., was kicked-off by Léo 
introducing Scott, a very unassuming 
gentleman from Wisconsin, “America’s 
Dairyland” — running a successful family 
sausage business. Léo Lefebvre highlighted 
the many accomplishments of Scott at 
COMMON and elsewhere, including his 
contributions to the iSeriesNetwork. Scott 
took over from Léo and spoke briefly about 
his son. It was a thriller from here onwards 
with everyone glued to their chairs soaking 
in everything Scott had to say! 

The first session, “Accessing the Integrated 
File System (IFS) from RPG IV”, began 
with an overview of the IFS, for members 
in the audience not familiar with it. From 

his initial slides to his final ones, there 
was no shortage of visual examples, using 
screen captures and code snippets. Being 
a true developer he dove straight into an 
RPG example interacting with the IFS. 
The example, an extremely simple one, was 
intended to ease the audience into IFS 
programming using RPG. The commands 
wrklnk and mkdir may come in handy if 
you need to explore and work with the IFS 
on your Power System. 

Code snippets were scattered throughout 
the presentation and the audience was 
encouraged to jump in with questions or 
clarifications. Scott went through several 
examples explaining the subtleties in RPG 
IFS programming as opposed to the typical 
RPG programming most developers do. He 
pointed out throughout his presentation that 
the code which he was sharing with us was 
available online and the details for it could 
be found by visiting www.scottklement.com. 
Some interesting facts that Scott pointed out 
were that the IFS was introduced with release 
v3r1 and support for RPG programming 
using the IFS was made available in release 
v3r2. Since RPG programming for the IFS 
has been around for quite some time now, 
many enhancements have occurred; one 
of them being the OPTIONS(*STRING), 
which now automatically adds the end of 
string character, x’00’. 

The flexibility to mount network shares on 
the IFS means that an RPG program now 
has the flexibility (without any code changes 
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or recompiles) to access data from different 
sources. In one instance the program could 
be accessing data from the optical drive 
using the /QOPT and in another instance 
the same program could be accessing a file 
from a server on the network, using the 
similar constructs. 

Flags, based on bit manipulation, is quite 
an important concept when working with 
objects on the IFS, since they dictate if the 
file is to be opened for reading, writing or 
updating. They also dictate if a file needs 
to be cleared before or created. Finally the 

flags set permissions for the object, when 
the object is being created. A binary value 
of 1000 (4 in decimal) would imply that 
the file is being open for Read and Write, 
while 0001 (1 in decimal) would only 
allow Read access. Use of the O_TRUNC 
constant as defined in the include (_H) files 
provided on Scott’s website would mimic 
the CLRPFM operation. When opening 
files the developer can either provide a 
cryptic decimal value such as 74 or make 
it more meaningful by replacing it with 
the constants O_CREAT + O_TRUNC 
+ O_WRONLY. 

As with the command GRTOBJAUT, 
the permission “granted” during the file 
creation and file opening process is done 
at three levels, the Owner Level, the Group 
Level and the Public Level. The permission 
to “delete” a file is obtained from the 
directory or folder permissions. Since it is 
possible to be dealing with more than one 
system the need for translation (CCSID 
related) could arise and to cope with this 
one of the predefined constants in Scott’s 
files is O_TEXT_CREAT. It will allow the 
developer to open the file as well as specify 
the translation mode to be used while 
processing the opened file. Using “unlink” 
will avoid CCSID conflicts by deleting the 
original file before it is recreated with the 
correct CCSID.

While general development in RPG does 
not necessitate the use of pointers, many 
of the functions available for interfacing 
with the IFS do require it, using the BIF 
%addr() this issue can be easily overcome. 
He also drew parallels to the concepts of 
passing parameters by reference and passing 
parameters by value, and related the use of 
pointers with using variables by “reference”. 
The audience was cautioned that *InLr use 
would not close any open files. These would 
need to closed explicitly, or would be closed 
when the process is ended or the reclaim 
storage command is issued. 

The Dinner and Networking break forced 
Scott to bring his first session to a close. The 
members were treated to the complementary 
spread of different pastas, salads and desserts. 
The break also offered the attendees another 
opportunity to engage Scott in discussions 
surrounding his presentation as well as his 
sausage business. Dinner was followed with 
giveaways. Some members walked away 
with copies of Trevor Perry’s book: “Never 
Iron When You Are Naked” while others 
won shirts gifted by Susan Gantner. 

The second session, “Excel Spreadsheets 
from RPG with POI”, which started at 
around 7:15pm continued to have the 
audience glued to their chairs. It leveraged 
on the first session and set the stage for 
developing RPG applications to interact 
with Excel spreadsheets. Scott started by 
explaining what the TLAs, POI and HSF 
referred to. 
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Working with the IFS, especially in the 
context of interfacing with Excel files, 
needs a good grasp of classes, states and its 
behaviour. The audience was also advised 
that while the techniques he was sharing 
did not require us to be JAVA developers, 
a working knowledge of classes would be 
valuable. To help the audience understand 
these concepts, an unusual but rather 
humorous metaphor of a dog was used. The 
examples became quite animated and those 
in attendance had quite a bit of fun with it, 
an added incentive for those not present, 
to plan for attending our next MoM in 
September. 

While files in regular RPG development are 
referred to and used by their native file names, 
when working with the IFS using JAVA, 
the file handles, which are numbers, are 
used to interact with files. To execute JAVA 
components embedded in RPG, an instance 
of the Java Virtual Machine, commonly 
known as the JVM is started when the first 
JAVA instruction is encountered. There can 
only be one JVM linked to an active job, 
and when the job ends the JVM instance 
ceases to exist. It must be noted that all 
environment variables that are required for 
the JVM need to be established prior to the 
JVM instance starting.

It was pointed out that every time a JAVA 
method is invoked, the first parameter is 
always the object itself. For instance, when 
the “create” method in the “book” class is 
called, the call would appear as book_create( 
book : name ). Scott reviewed the various 
methods defined in his copybook HSSF_H 
which is available to all to download and 
use on the SystemiNetwork website, in his 
article, “POI Updated to Version 3.0.1”. 
These include creating new files, modifying 
content and much much more… Another 

subtle fact pointed out that when new_
HSSFWorkbook is used to create a New 
Excel file it is only created in memory and 
written to disk later. 

One of limitations of CSV (Comma-
Separated-Value) type files is that it lacks any 
formatting of the values contained in them, 
particularly with regards to fonts. Publishing 
information in Excel files from RPG helps 
to overcome this issue by defining fonts 
for cells as well as providing other format 
definitions. Another enhancement over the 
traditional CSV files is the ability to insert 
formulas into the Excel files allowing totals 
to be dynamic—which aids in any analytical 
work being done on the data. 

When reading Excel spreadsheets one has 
the choice of using either Event API or the 

User Model API. Scott’s presentation was 
based on the methods and examples using 
the User Model API. Links for both these 
presentations can be found on the TUG 
website (www.tug.ca) by clicking on the 

“Articles & Downloads” button found on 
the left of the screen.

The meeting ended with Léo thanking, 
on TUG’s behalf, Scott for coming out to 
the MoM and for providing the members 
present with such a comprehensive and 
captivating presentation. As a token of 
appreciation, Scott was presented with 
a framed cover of the TUG’s May 2008 
magazine featuring his picture.  TG

Aziz Saleh is a TUG Board 
member. He can be reached 

at aziz.saleh@cgi.com. 
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Picture yourself in the following situation: 
You have a new job, in a different city, on 
the opposite coast. Your move will be billed 
by the pound and you will pay for half of 
it. Would you want to take everything you 
have in your current house? You may ask 
yourself: “Is everything I have accumulated 
still useful?” and most importantly: “how 
much will it cost to move items that are not 
necessary useful and that will take space?” 
Typically, this would be a good opportunity 
for tossing, selling (garage sale), or even 
giving away as many obsolete or unused 
items, as possible before the actual move. 

What makes easy sense in the example 
above does not always jump to the top-of-
mind awareness as the first step in a systems 
conversion project. The perception, often, is 
that if the data is “good enough to work with, 
it is probably clean enough”. The reality is 
that most likely, a significant percentage of 
the data no longer has any significant value. 
Worse, it will cost more to convert and will 
probably become a liability. To avoid this, 
the following steps can be taken: 

1) Obsolete data can be identified in 
advance—and thus can be completely 
ignored—and not subsequently converted. 

2) Valid data destined to be converted can 
be cleaned. Toward this end one must: 

Ensure that the data is complete. •	
Examine each column/row that 
will be exported to the new 
system. Ensure that this data does 
not have blanks or NULL’s. 

Ensure that the data is accurate. Make •	
sure that it is valid and current. 
Ensure that the data is consistently •	
positioned within free-form fields. 
For example, if going from a system 
where the address fields are free-form 
to one where each part of the address 
has a discrete field or column – e.g. 
apt #, street #, street name, city, 
county, state or province, zip or postal 

By Thibault Dambrine

Anyone who has been through 
a software package conversion 
knows that, even in the best of 
cases, these types of assignments 

can be stressful. There are a number of 
reasons for this. 

The new package implementation •	
is essentially a bet by management 
that a new, bigger, better, typically 
more complex, more sophisticated 
packaged application will work 
better than the one currently being 
used. The new package will typically 
cost more than the previous one, the 
conversion will entail a one-time 
project budget, there is a lot of money 
at stake, and failure is not usually 
considered an option. 

The Road to Conversion
The critical value of clean legacy system data

It is always •	
good to 
remember that 
software is 
really about the 
business first 
and the people 
who run it. 
Converting to 
a new software 
package also 
means a change 
in process, in 
the way the 
business will go 
about their day-
to-day activities. 
Change is 
stressful, for the 
users as much 
as for the IT 
staff. 

From a •	
technical, 
purely “software 
conversion” 
point of view, 
there are 

typically a number of unknowns at 
the beginning of the project. Items 
such as the state of the legacy system 
data, how the mapping will be done, 
and the conversion effort estimation 
are just a few. All these will have to 
be determined at the beginning of 
the project, typically with educated 
guesses, more than hard data. 

In this article, I will expose techniques and 
principles designed to minimize the stress 
inherent to most conversion projects. The 
aim of these pre-conversion steps is to 
ensure the conversion stage would start 
with the best possible chances of success. 
While aiming to start a conversion project 
on strong foundations sounds like common 
sense, the tasks necessary to achieve this 
state of readiness are not necessarily 
obvious or trivial. 
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code and country, you may want to ensure that the data 
is consistently placed in the same position within the 
free-form fields. This way, you will be able to pick up 
information at predictable positions and save time. 
Ensure that there are as few exceptions as possible in the •	
data if a rule should apply. For example, if in your legacy 
tables, plant X item descriptions should start with “X”, 
let there not be any “Y” item numbers made available for 
this plant. Simple exceptions such as these are enough to 
cause more work at conversion time. 
Ensure that the data is free of duplicates. For example, •	
look for duplicate descriptions, addresses, manufacturer’s 
part numbers, names or telephone numbers. There are 
many ways to look for duplicates and every one that is 
removed will be a future saving in the new system. One 
less piece of lint to worry about. 
Ensure that the data matches reality, by involving the •	
business is involved early on. They work with the data every 
day. They will be the best people to be able to say “what 
makes sense”. If you tell them I have cleaned up the Bills of 
Materials and only 300 out of 3000 will be converted, ask 
the business: does this make sense? If your business analyst 
thinks your figure does not pass the smell test, you may 
want to have a second look at your selection criteria. 

First Things First – Create a “Data Cleanup” Project before 
the conversion can start. To achieve the expected benefits and 
savings anticipated at conversion time, a pre-conversion data 
cleanup project cannot be casual. Best practice would be to 
write a formal Statement of Work (SOW) identifying the goals 
and rules that will guide the project activities. Management 
will want to make a conscious effort to review, understand and 
approve this SOW. They will also allocate a budget to finance 
this effort and if possible, engage a project manager to run 
and monitor this task. Here are some things to look for in a 
Statement of Work... 

Divide and Conquer:  
Identify your “Data Objects” 
To understand what data to clean and what changes to make, 
one must know something about both the origin and the 
destination of the data. The assumption here is that both old 
and new software systems will have similar functions; e.g. an 
older ERP system to a newer ERP system. Since the purpose 
of the new system is similar to the old one, but likely more 
powerful. It may have similar data, but not necessarily arranged 
or organized exactly the same way. Expect also that while the 
general concepts may remain, the specific terminology in the 
new system may be different from the old one. Mapping the 
old file names, field names, and sometimes even module names 
early on will ease the understanding. 

A simple and effective way to match the data between the old 
and the new systems in view of the cleanup and subsequent 
conversion is to use the concept of “data objects”.

Data Objects are “logical groupings of related data sets”. 

An Example of these could be “Item Master”, 
which can actually be a set of tables, rather than 
a single table, covering generic items used across 
all plants, items used at specific plants only, items 
representing labour as opposed to physical items. 
An other example could be “Customer Care”, a 
set of tables covering information on customers 
such as name and addresses, previous purchases, 
discount structures, memberships etc. Identifying 
data objects has some immediate benefits: 

 It allows a division of labour. The cleanup •	
exercise can be divided along data object 
boundaries. Each data cleanup sub-team 
can tackle a separate data object or data set. 
Responsibilities are clearly delimited. 
Data objects in the legacy system can be •	
matched to data objects in the new system. 
For example the vendor master data object 
on ERP Package A should be comparable 
for the one in ERP Package B, even if their 
respective physical implementations (data 
structures) are different. 
Understanding the mapping of old to new •	
data system at the data structure level will 
enable the data cleaners to do more than just 
cleanup duplicates or obsolete data. With 
this understanding, the legacy data cleanup 
can be used as an opportunity to optimize 
the legacy data to facilitate the conversion. 

The Big Rules and Scope 
Now that the data objects are identified, the second 
item to attack is the “Big Rules”. “Big Rules” can be 
likened to general guidelines that will help both the 
business and the stakeholders to make decisions as 
to how the data will be either deemed obsolete (no 
need to clean!) or how the cleanup needs to be 
done. Here are some examples: 

The conversion scope will span data created •	
within the last 24 months. 
Any purchase order that can be closed should •	
be closed prior to the conversion. No closed 
POs will be converted. 
Any vendor with no activity within the last •	
12 months will not be converted. 
Any cleanup activity should be done by the •	
business, in the (legacy system) production 
systems wherever possible. 

Cleanup Methods:  
the “How” and the “Where” 
The data cleanup, when done in the legacy system, 
can be done manually, with some measure of 
automation (read programs) or a mixture of both, 
depending on the data set: 

How: Manually.•	  Clean up should be done 

9
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manually if the data volume is very 
small and all of the data to be cleaned 
up can be accessed by the business 
using their access screens, or if the 
data is highly unstructured and has to 
be eye-balled to “make sense” before 
cleansing 
How: Using software.•	  Clean up with 
programs if the data volume is larger 
than what can be economically done by 
hand and simple rules can be applied. 

Where: In Production.•	  If the data 
is cleaned up in production, chances 
are it will stay clean and will not have 
to be cleaned again. Each new data 
extraction from production should be 
cleaner than the previous one—and 
ideally, data should not have to be 
cleaned more than once. 

 Where: Using a staging area.•	  In this situ-
ation, the data is extracted from the legacy 
system into a staging database, cleansed 
and reformatted to be ready for the conver-
sion outside of the legacy system. If there 
are multiple practice conversions before 
the real deal, every practice will require a 
re-run of the cleanup routine in staging. 

Putting it all together, you will likely use 
a mixture of all of these methods, but 
keep the following guidelines in mind: 
As much as possible, ensure manual or 

labour-intensive cleanups are done in 
production. All repeatable, program-
run type of cleanups can be on either 
production or staging, but being able to 
clean in production will (as a rule) save 
time. Yes, I have written this once before—
it is worth repeating. The business will not 
necessarily like having extra work, but it 
remains worthwhile. Extract from the 
legacy system, clean the data in a staging 
database, transform and export to the new 

system – OR – clean the data in the legacy 
system, then extract, transform and export 
to the new system. It could also be a 
combination of both solutions, depending 
on the data objects being converted. 

A good rule of thumb is to decide early 
which method would suit your conversion 
situation best for each individual data 
object. To decide, a good test is to ask 
is, “Does this data have dependencies?” 
When changing or removing any existing 
data within a complex system, one has to 
be careful not to “orphan” any data—a 
purchase order without vendor for 
example. Typically, this type of situation 
is easier to monitor in the legacy system 
than when doing the cleanup outside in 
a staging database, which will not likely 
have all the same triggers and referential 
integrity structures as the legacy system. 

A note on resource planning: Physical 
resources: planning a staging area to do 
the cleanup is no different than any other 
system. It will require disk space, processing 
power and people to do the job. The business 
people already have jobs and you will hear 
this more than once if you ask them to start 
cleaning and standardizing data. The only 
mitigating factor here is to plan early. Data 
cleanup does not come naturally and the 
ramp-up is typically long. 

Define your Cleanup 
Approach 
The following is a list of the different 
components to consider in the approach to 
the data cleanup: 

1. Determine data 
extraction criteria 

Minimize— as much as possible—the 
scope of data to be converted. This will 
affect every subsequent cleanup activity, 
as in “make them less painful”. Figure out 
criteria that will help minimize the effort. 
Do not cleanup data from divisions that 
are not operational. Do not cleanup data 
that is past a certain age. Any identifiable 
criteria you may find and can validate with 
the business to reduce your scope will help. 

Standardize the data—for example, the 
same description should be used to describe 
the same material even if it was in two 
different locations. 

Ensure consistency. For free-form fields to 
be converted to discrete columns, one of 
the biggest benefits of a pre-conversion data 
cleanup is to make sure the data consistently 
follows strict rules. For example, if the 
legacy system has four “free-form” lines 
for the address and the target system has 
discrete fields for each part of the address, 
the cleanup opportunity is to ensure that 
even in the free-form legacy system, each 
part of the address is stored in a consistent 
position. This will ease the conversion 
process by reducing the effort to take the 
data from the old system to the new. Your 
SQL conversion code can then pick up 
each data element in a specific spot without 
having to “fish” it out with a LOCATE 
operation. For dependencies that may not 
be enforced with database level constraints, 
ensure (for example) that there would be 

The business must be involved early in the Big Rules decisions
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no children without a parent (e.g. order 
details without order headers). One of the 
side benefits of good consistency is that it 
enables the spotting of duplicates, which 
are undesirable. 

Determine if the cleanup scope needs to 
span the data coming via interfaces. In 
other words, should data provided by other, 
(external or internal) systems via interfaces 
be part of the cleanup scope? Note that it 
may or may not be possible, especially if 
that data comes from outside the company. 

Identify and remove duplicate records. 
None of them should be left before the 
actual conversion starts. Note that spotting 
duplicates can only be done well after all 
the previous steps are completed. 

2. Close out completed 
transactions 

Ensure that housekeeping procedures (if 
they exist) have been adhered to and are 
up-to-date. Examples are: 

Verify current min/max levels for •	
stocked items. 
Close out POs linked to Work Orders •	
with status complete. 
Set all completed work orders •	
to status complete. This is an 
opportunity to easily identify data 
that should not be ported over in the 
conversion. 

3. Reconcile financial / 
inventory balances: 

For any item with a financial balance, ensure 
the balances reconcile between different 
ledgers. For example:

Non-reconciled open items (GL, AR) •	
Bank reconciliation •	
Reconciliation between accounting •	
systems and legacy systems 
For any item with an inventory •	
balance, ensure that physical 
inventory has been taken within an 
acceptable time period. Financials 
are a particularly sensitive area. 

A conversion will be deemed 
questionable or even failed if 
the financial picture is affected 
significantly for reasons that are 
difficult to explain. This part has to 
work. The company depends on it. 

4. Complete missing 
information: 

Identify any data that have been created 
with incomplete, incorrect, or outdated 
settings or content. The business will not 
stop running while the IT department is 
cleaning and preparing the data for the 
conversion. For that reason, it is also 
important to ensure that as little as possible 

“new bad data” is created. 

To ensure this is the case, you may wish to 
update actual procedures to set up data in 
the source system, and create verification 
procedures to monitor that the new data 
entered conforms to the updated procedures, 
i.e. to ensure that the data remain consistent, 
complete, and correct. 
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5. Set measurable effort and 
result goals: 
In his original observation (early 1900’s), the 
Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto noticed that 
80% of his country’s land was owned by 20% of 
the population. The Pareto principle, as it is now 
named, also known as the 80/20 rule, will apply 
in data cleanup assignments. 

While working through data cleansing and •	
migration projects, there is a cost benefit 
to achieve a balance between effort and 
accomplishment. True to the 80-20 rule, 
a high percentage, say, 80% of records 
to be migrated will likely require little or no modifications. 
The remaining 20 percent on the other hand may require 
a combination of committee decision making, meetings, 
exception processing, extra system time and ultimately—
solutions requiring creative data manipulation. 
When analyzing the 20% of the data which will require •	
more effort, do not forget to understand what areas are 
critical to cleanup. These should be done first. The benefit of 
maximizing the return on effort in this area in particular is 
critical. Typically, there is a finite conversion budget and it is 
important to use it wisely. 

Engage the Business 
The implementation of a new data processing 
packaged system is above and before all a BUSINESS 
DECISION —not just an IT decision. The business 
must be involved early in the Big Rules decisions, in 
recognizing what cleanup methods will be used, in 
deciding what is the scope of the data cleanup will 
be, and in deciding who will be involved, from the 
Business point of view as well as IT. Implementing a 
RACI chart (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, 
Informed) early on will help define who will need to 
do what during the project. For each cleanup activity, 
figure out who needs to be involved, what method 
of cleanup will be used, and who will signoff on the 

cleaned-up data— in effect, who will be the “data owner”. 

Initiate a Data Cleaning Project Plan— 
and Stick to it! 
Cleaning data prior to a conversion is typically not a simple task. 
There are a number of tasks and a number of stakeholders and 
priorities in the mix. It should be planned as a proper project. It is 
desirable to assign a project manager to put the tasks in order and 
monitor their progress to complete the task on time. Start Early. You 
will never do enough to be completely ready. Unless your business 
is bankrupt, you will constantly have the challenge of dealing with 
new data coming in while cleaning up what you can see is worth 

cleaning. Starting early will help. 

In Conclusion
Idle data is not good to keep in the best of circumstances. It 
literally uses disk space, backup time and resources, requires 
attention, all the while adding little or no value. In the case of 
a conversion project, it actually adds negative value by costing 
more to convert and often forcing more exception processing 
to ensure the data goes over. 

Software conversions are typically complicated projects. 
Stephen Covey, in his first two habits (out of 7) of highly 
successful people, said it best: Habit Number 1: “Be Proactive.” 
This is what a pre-conversion data cleanup is all about! Habit 
Number 2: “Begin with the End in Mind.” Never lose sight of 
the final goal, which is a smooth, successful conversion. With 
that in mind, BEFORE the conversion: 1. Make every effort 
to reduce the data to convert (identify old data, scope it out). 
2. Make every effort to ensure that the data to convert is clean, 
consistent, and complete. The net effect of a pre-conversion data 
cleanup should be a much smoother, less stressful conversion 
effort—one that would not give any surprises and that can use 
a minimum amount of rules.   TG

Thibault Dambrine works for 
Shell Canada Limited as a senior 

systems analyst. He holds the 
ITIL Foundations as well as the 

Release and Control Practitioner’s 
Certificates. His past articles can 

be found at www.tylogix.com.
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By Russell Pangborn

T here is a great story about a couple 
of students who missed an important 
exam. Instead of studying properly 
for this and then writing the exam at 

the scheduled time, they went on a trip to 
see a concert. The next day they needed to – 
if you will pardon the pun – “face the music”. 
Both of them required a really good excuse. 
So, they told the professor that on the way 
to write the exam their car had gotten a flat 
tire. The teacher was very sympathetic and 
allowed them to write a makeup exam. (I’m 
getting chills here—it can take me a whole 
day to write up a good exam and this person 
was writing up an additional one.)

On the day of this exam, the two students 
were taken into separate rooms and given 
this specially written alternate exam. As 
they wrote, the students grew very confident 
because there were a bunch of easy small 
questions that added up to about 10 % of 
the total exam. It would have been fun to 
see their faces when they turned to the final 
page. There was a heavily loaded question 
worth 90% of the total marks. It was only 
two words: “Which Tire?” 

That story is so good it has taken up a life of 
its own. I just googled a couple of pertinent  
keywords and came up with a version that 
insisted the two students were blowing 
off their final exam to get in a couple of 
extra ski runs. I’m sure people have heard 
other versions where a football game or 
something else was the reason for missing 
this important test. I did learn something 
from it though. Let me tell you about 
that and some other incidents that have 
occurred during my teaching career. Who 
knows, if some of you like them they may 
also take on a life of their own. 

I remembered this “tire” story during a 
difficult situation that involved cheating 
on a test. Students have learned the best 
strategy to deal with a teacher’s suspicions 
is to repeatedly deny any involvement 
in wrongdoing. I can be 90%  sure that 
something fishy was happening during my 
test. It is difficult to be 100% sure. 

One time in a large room I noticed a 
couple of students whispering to each other. 
Their scheme was to wait until I put my 
head down to answer a different student’s 
question about the test. My strategy was to 
start to listen to the student’s question and 
then look up suddenly in mid conversation. 
I felt a bit rude doing this to the questioner, 
but am amazed how most deceptive 
whisperers usually relax and go into 
intense communication mode because they 
think I am occupied. (I hope none of my 
students are reading this.) In this instance, 
I apologized to the student who had asked 
me to clear up something written on the 
exam. After getting my “visual evidence” 
and making eye contact with the talking 
students to let them know I was aware a 
conversation was going on, he was asked 
to repeat his question again. At this time, 
it was my opinion cheating between two 
students had happened. Unfortunately 
these two “academic felons” would probably 
deny, deny, deny. Accusing someone of “test 
fraud” is not a pleasant experience. The 
usual excuse is to say “I was asking for an 
eraser”, or “I wanted to know when the 
exam is over”, or “I needed a pencil”, etc.

Then I remembered that great story. So 
this was my plan. I got each student to go 
to sit in front of me after the exam was 
over and asked them not to talk out loud. I 
then asked them to write down what their 
conversation was about during the exam. 
They knew it would be hard to come up 
with the same false story. So they admitted 
to the cheating. 

Another time there was a big exam in the 
cafeteria it took some undercover work to 
expose some students trading answers. A 
teacher had asked me to drop by allowing 
him a fifteen minute break during his exam. 
Now, at one time teachers dressed a little 
differently than the students. I usually wore 
a tie my first ten years. Gradually we have 
started to dress more like the students. Also, 
we have students of all age groups at the 
college. My appearance at this time must have 
blended in with the crowd. About an hour 
into the exam, I walked in and nodded to 
my colleague. Rather than pace around, my 

d e c i s i o n 
w a s to sit down and start 
doing a crossword. Two students 
sitting beside me thought they had just hit 
the jackpot. They couldn’t contain their 
glee as they quickly swapped answers for 
about 10 minutes. 

At that time most students knew me because 
I was one of two student coordinators. If 
you hadn’t been in my class, you probably 
had seen me for a timetable change. I was 
a little taken aback, but let them hang 
themselves. When the teacher returned I 
explained the situation and pointed out the 
offenders. He was really happy. Probably 
because like me, he had found it difficult to 
make some charges stick. At the end of the 
exam he pulled the students aside and let 
them know he had evidence that they were 
cheating. Their denials suddenly got weaker 
when he told them, “The person who sat 
down beside you during the exam wasn’t a 
student—he was a teacher!” 

In 20 years of teaching I have experienced 
a few original attempts at getting a higher 
mark on a test. Here is one try I never 
could have predicted. A student visited me 
in my office and asked to see his recorded 
marks for a previous test and an assignment. 
He had a mark of 45% for the test. I had 
over 150 students at the time so I did not 
remember marking that test a month ago. 
He told me that the mark must have been 
entered incorrectly. He had achieved a mark 
of 83%. I was apologetic to have made such 
a mistake. My advice to him was to bring in 
the original test with the higher mark and 
that would allow me to fix the mistaken 
entry. He said this would not be a problem.  
A couple of weeks later he returned carrying 
the test. It was marked and the final total 
was 83%. There was only one problem: It 
wasn’t marked in my hand writing! 

T U G

Seneca Update



6.1 — Git ‘er Done
By Garth Tucker

I’ve been involved in many, many releases of the OS for our 
beloved platform over the years and for the most part have 
always been happy with the new features, improvements in 
performance, and/or the updating of existing LPPs, but (in 

my more than humble opinion) 6.1 has topped them all! 

One of my favorite enhancements is the option of DVD media—
almost totally removing the need to sit there flipping CDs while 
installing PTFs or creating image catalogues. This may come across 
as being a little frivolous and it’s not that I’m lazy (or at least not 
that lazy), but there’s room for error when swapping CDs, and who 
needs that extra risk during an upgrade or cutover? 

What really sets this version apart though, is the overall improvement 
in performance, integrity, and functionality. This is associated with 
the new hardware instruction sequences and new internal structure. 
Converted programs still perform the same machine interface 
operations, however the internal format of the program object is 
changed and the executable hardware instructions are replaced. 
Conversion might be better described as applying changes to objects 
and “upgrade” or “refresh” might be more relevant terms. Machine 
Interface programs will retain their name, location, owning user 
profile, and other such attributes. 

Now that we’ve established what is causing most of the buzz 
surrounding 6.1, what exactly is program conversion? Is it like CISC 
to RISC? Sort of… Is it difficult? Sort of… Is this upgrade something 
I should do? Most certainly! 

Program conversion starts at your current release, V5R3 or V5R4 
with installation of the PTFs to allow for the ANZOBJCVN 
(analyze object conversion) command. You must make yourself 
aware of the following terms that are used in the reports generated 
by the ANZOBJCVN command; 

State•	
Digital signatures•	
Profiling•	

From the much bigger brains than mine at IBM Rochester, here’s 
what those terms mean to us. 

State: 
MI programs run with either user or system state. This state attribute 
controls whether the program has any access to system domain 
objects at high security levels. State also determines the type of 
access (no access, read only, or reads and writes) that a program has 
to user domain spaces. Application programs run with user state, 
most operating system programs run with system state. 

Digital signatures: 
Digital signatures are used to ensure that an object has not been 
modified and that it came from the expected source. Most often, 
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That took a lot of guts. But the end result was unfortunate.  He was 
kicked out for a semester for cheating on a test. 

My hand writing is abysmal—especially when marking. My wish 
sometimes is that there was a way of typing my comments or marks 
on an existing test instead of subjecting my students to a series 
of chicken scrawls. I must admit to being a little envious of the 
penmanship this person had used to mark his own test. 

Of course his first reaction was to deny. Lighting up my Sherlock 
Holmes pipe, I remembered giving out a blank copy of the test to 
another instructor. A quick phone call revealed he had lost it from the 
top of his desk and was too embarrassed to ask me for another copy. 
This office area was shared by several instructors and there could be 
many students in this room at any one time. Of course when a panel 
heard the case they just had to compare the handwriting. Thankfully 
nobody on the appeals committee made a recommendation for me 
to undergo an intensive calligraphy course. The student’s strategy 
probably was to take another marked test that had gotten 83% and 
duplicate it with his name on it. That ruse had taken a lot of effort. 

Here is one time there was some suspicion but I couldn’t close the case. 
I had two students who were married. They had taken a couple of classes 
with me. In all the tests and exams the husband would consistently get 
between 80 and 90 while the wife would squeak by with 60 or less. In 
this particular class she was getting a lot less than 60 in her tests. Doing 
poorly on the last test could sink her semester. I marked that last test 
and handed it back. As I was reviewing the marks on my spreadsheet 
I suddenly came to a realization. Her semester was saved by getting 
85 on the final test. Her husband had gotten a 58. It became apparent 
to me that they could have signed their partners name on the test. It 
certainly looked like he had taken one for the future of the family.  I 
didn’t have the tests to refer to when the thought struck me and did 
not want to request them back. My consolation was there should not 
be much worry of this tactic catching on. It is not often someone will 
take a lower mark to help out a fellow student. 

There are a lot more stories—like the time a student handed me 
a disk for an online exam with the programs perfectly done. So 
perfect that they included extensive comments. How good are all 
your programmers in your company at providing comments. Even if 
they are, they probably wouldn’t take the time to do this on a time 
restricted exam. He eventually confessed. 

Some of my future students might be reading this 
issue. This magazine is made available at the college. 

So it is prudent to keep back a few strategies 
and successful “prosecutions”. Also, the readers 
of this column should be made aware that the 

majority of the students at Seneca get their marks 
the old fashioned way—through hard work and 

dedication.  TG

Russell Pangborn is a professor 
at Seneca College, and a Director 

of TUG. He can be reached at 
russell.pangborn@senecac.on.ca.
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at 6.1. This would be 
my preferred way of 
converting in most 
situations. 

2. “Conversion of 
program objects on 
restore”: 
The second method would be 
applicable during a RISC to RISC migration, but 
think about how long your restore is going to take if 
every object is converted during it’s restore onto the 
system. 

3. “Conversion the first time a program is run or called”: 
For those of us who have extremely tight windows for the upgrade, 
the third method combined with the first would be our best bet for 
getting back into production as quickly as possible. It would make 
response times a bit slower for users initially as every time they 
attempt to access an object that has not been converted, it would 
perform the function. Is it going to make the system seem like it’s a 
pig? No, the additional response times will not be that bad. It would 
be important to submit the STROBJCVN command to batch as 
well to help the process move along and finalize the conversions 
more quickly. 
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digital signatures are used as an 
object integrity check before the 
object is restored onto a system. 
Digital signatures can optionally 
be applied to several types of 
objects, including programs. They 
must be removed during program 
conversion because the program 
is changed, thus invalidating any 
previous digital signature. 

Profiling: 
Application profiling is an ad-
vanced optimization that utilizes 
data-specific information to further improve program performance. 
A profiled program is reorganized according to how frequently its 
control-flow paths are run when operating on data that is consid-
ered typical of the data it will process when in production.

Now that we are aware of what program conversion is, we can look 
at the high-level steps required to perform the function.

First, collect information about objects on your system. Run 
the ANZOBJCVN OPTION (*COLLECT) command, each 
collection of a given type replaces the data in the collection file(s) 
for that type.

Next, review and understand collected information. Run the 
ANZOBJCVN OPTION (*REPORT) command, and optionally 
run your own queries over the collected data. Consider the following 
reports: 

Report on programs that won’t convert with the *CVNPRB •	
parameter. 
Report summary information, such as estimated conversion •	
times for each library, with the *LIBSUM parameter.

Then, contact your application provider, if necessary. If you find you 
have a purchased application that won’t convert and you don’t have 
the source code to recompile it, contact the application provider to 
get a version of the application that can run on V6R1. 

Finally, remove unsupported products, then upgrade to 6.1. 
Remove unsupported Licensed Program Products (LPPs) and 
other unsupported products before migrating to V6R1. Once all 
the preparation tasks for object conversion are completed check 
the InfoCenter topic “Installing, upgrading, or deleting i5/OS and 
related software.” 

Converting Objects in 6.1 
There are three methods for converting your systems objects and 
you may choose the combination of them that best suits your 
requirements. 

1. “Conversion using STROBJCVN”: 
If we choose to convert using STROBJCVN, we can submit the 
job to batch and let it run in the background, it will go through 
the system and touch each object and thereby convert it for use 

Continued on page 20 — “Git ‘er Done”
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A Picture 
Perfect Day
By Kumar Rajendra 

T hursday June 25th, 2008 - 23:00 
hrs: After going over the final details 
of the TUG 20th Annual Charity 
Golf Classic, I switched the TV to 

Weather Network. The forecast called for 
morning rain with thunderstorms and the 
possibility of hail. With a heavy sigh, I set 
the alarm for 5:00 a.m. and hit the sack 
with the anticipation of the event to unfold 
the next day. 

Thursday June 26th, 2008 - 05:00 
hrs: I had a restless night, checking on 
the clock often. As expected the alarm 
went off at 5:00 a.m. I jumped out of 
bed, went over to the bedroom window 
and took a peek between the blinds. I 
could not believe my eyes! It was pouring 
heavily with lightning and thunder. I was 
so disappointed. I was thinking, “If this 
weather persists, we may not be able to 
conduct the tournament as planned.” 
Suddenly there was a big flash and I 
braced myself for the mighty boom of 
the thunder to follow. All I heard was the 
alarm for the second time. Phew! Thank 
God the storm was only a dream... 

As you all know 
we could not 
have asked for 
better weather 
than what we 
had for our 
20th charity 
golf classic. It 
was perfect for 
playing golf at 
the beautiful 
Glen Eagle golf 

course. We had over 80 golfers showing 
up bright and early to support TUG’s 
charity event for the Bloorview Kid’s 
rehabilitation center. 

Blind golfer David Burnett Hole-in-one / Closest to the Pin Competition sponsored by Mid-Range

Kumar Rajendra
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Owen, Abdual Mufti, and Sumita 
Chatterjee. Roberto Mannella had the 

“IBM Longest Drive”, and Richard Van 
Geilswyk won the “Dynamic DR Closest 
to the Target.” The “Mid-Range Hole in 
One / Closest to the Pin” prize was won 
by Kevin Bush. In addition everyone who 
participated received valuable gifts as well. 

I would like to take this opportunity to say a 
big THANK YOU to Lindsay Sutherland, 
our association manager, who tirelessly 
helped in the administration and logistical 
aspects of the tournament. Thanks also to 
Jay Buford for being the official “paparazzi” 
and manning IBM’s charity hole. Also, I 
would not do justice by not mentioning 
my better half Shanthi for taking a day 
off work to lend us a hand. Léo Lefebvre 
and Vaughn Dragland provided guidance 
to the two “rookies” who were involved 
in organizing this event. We hope to do 
a better job next time after this valuable 

It is never enough to thank the sponsors 
for an event that is not for profit, but yet 
to generate a donation to a worthy cause, 
while having some fun doing it. This year we 
had Able-One Systems Inc., Aon, Canon, 
Dynamic DR, End to End Networks, IBM, 
Mid-Range, Rogers, and Syntax.net. Some 
of these sponsors provided valuable gifts to 
the prize table as well. We would also like 
to thank Ganz, and Kuehne & Nagel for 
supporting this event by sending 8 players 
from each company to the tournament. 

The following are the winners of various 
charity events we conducted: With 
the  lowest gross score of 11 under par, 
the foursome of Craig Donnachie, Ed 
Pimental, Doug Wallace, and David Jong 
took home the Gord Jackson Memorial 
Award donated by Bruce Saville. The 
“Most Honest” golf team (with a score of 
14 over par) was a foursome from GANZ 
comprised of Michael Shear, Stephen 

experience and hope to see you all return. 
Stay tuned for a date and location so you 
can book that date early. 

In conclusion, I would like to report that 
we have collected $1606 towards the 
Bloorview Kids Rehab centre and will be 
making arrangements to hand them over 
the money. I would also like to mention 
that we will be topping the 20K mark with 
this donation to the center from TUG golf 
classics over the years. Once again a big 
thank you on behalf of all of us at TUG, to 
the participants, sponsors, and volunteers, 
for making this event a great success.   TG

Kumar Rajendra is a vice 
president of TUG. He can be 

reached at rajendra.kumar@aon.ca. 

2008 Tournament Champions

The Gord Jackson Memorial Award
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Jackie Jansen

DB2 Web Query includes 
very powerful date 
manipulating and 

formatting capabilities. To access this 
functionality DB2 Web Query needs to 
know that a field is a date. If you are using 
DB2 DATE fields on the System i that’s 
great. I would hazard a guess that the 
majority of dates found in DB2 databases 
on System i are not in DATE format but 
more likely are character or numeric fields, 
6 or 8 long. In some cases the dates may 
consist of individual fields representing the 
year, month, day and possibly the century. 

Luckily there is an easy way to let DB2 
Web Query know that these fields actually 
contain dates. You need to tell Web Query 
that you want to use a field as a date and 
what format the date is stored in. For 
example, if your alpha 8 field contained the 
value 20080621 you would tell Web Query 
that the date format was YYMD. The 
format D refers to a two digit day (01 – 31), 
M refers to the month (01 – 12), Y refers to 
a two digit year and YY refers to a 4 digit 
year i.e. 2008. This field is now known as a 
legacy date field. 

DB2 Web Query can differentiate between 
how data is stored and how users would 
like to use that data. By default the Actual 
and Usage attributes are the same. In the 
case of legacy dates the Actual attribute 
describes the way the field is physically 
stored. The Usage attribute which defines 
the way we want to use a field is the attri-
bute we want to modify. To edit DB2 Web 
Query’s metadata you will need one copy 
of DB2 Web Query Developer Work-
bench. One of Developer Workbench’s 
many features is the ability to modify and 
enhance DB2 generated metadata. In the 
example shown here, the ORDDATE 
field is stored as an A8 or alpha 8 field. 
This is also the default usage. Using the 
synonym editor we simply modify the Us-
age attribute from A8 to A8YYMD. This 
identifies ORDDATE as a date field and 
also tells the system that the field contains 
dates which look like “20080621”. 

If your date was stored as a numeric field 
(packed or zoned decimal) 6,0 with a 
two digit year, you would specify a Usage 
attribute of integer 6 long by specifying 
I6YMD.  If you store your dates as separate 
numeric fields you can combine them into 
one field using a math formula similar 
to Year * 10,000 + Month * 100 + Day. 
For alphameric fields you would use the 
concatenate function to combine the Year, 
Month and Day into a single field. 

A true DB2 DATE field is called a 
standard or a smart date field. DB2 Web 
Query internally stores these dates as the 
offset from December 31, 1900. Storing 
the dates as consecutive integers makes 
many of the date math functions very easy 
to implement. For instance with smart 
dates you have automatic sorting. If you 
want to do day level arithmetic that is 
also very easy. For example ORDDATE + 
14 equals a date two weeks in the future. 
SHIPDATE – ORDDATE will give you 
the number of days between the shipping 
and ordering dates. 

Both legacy and standard or smart dates 
support a variety of date output formatting 
on reports. Once the system knows that 

“20080621” is a date, using the MTDYY 
formatting option will print your date 
as “JUN 21, 2008”, wrDtrMYY will 
display “Saturday, 21 June 2008” and YYQ 
displays your date as “2008 Q2”. See the 
date appendix in the “Getting Started with 
DB2 Web Query” redbook for details on 
date formatting. 

Although both legacy dates and standard 
dates have similar formatting capabilities 
they have different capabilities when it 
comes to using functions and manipulat-
ing dates. For example, legacy dates need to 
use system functions or subroutines to add 
or subtract dates. There are many advanced 
functions available for smart dates. For ex-
ample the function DATEMOV only works 
on smart dates. It allows you to calculate a 
significant date relative to an input date such 
as the beginning or end of the month or the 
quarter or the date of the next week day, etc. 

Once you have a legacy date defined to DB2 
Web Query it is a simple matter to create a 
new field that is a smart date. In the metada-
ta you would create a virtual column where 
the format is YYMD and the expression is 
the name of the legacy date field. 

If you have installed DB2 Web Query and 
have not ordered the Developer Workbench 
tool you will be pleased to know that IBM 
has recently made this software available for 
download with a 70 day evaluation period. 
If you go to the main DB2 Web Query 
home page www.ibm.com/systems/i/db2/
webquery you should see a link on the 
right hand side to download Developer 
Workbench. Try it and let me know your 
thoughts—and have a great summer!  TG 

Jackie Jansen currently works 
with Information Builders 

specializing in DB2 Web Query. 
Jackie is a frequent speaker at 

iSeries Technical Conferences and 
User Group meetings. Contact her 

at jackie_jansen@ibi.com.

Date Handling with DB2 Web Query
JACKIE's Forum
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Upcoming Events

 September 17, 2008: TUG MoM 
 November 19, 2008: TUG MoM 

May MoM Winners 

Books:
John Lawryk, CGI  
Varsha Kambi, Erb Transport

Shirts:
Alex Liu, Capp Associates  
Anatole Banner

Please remember to register on-line for 
each meeting. It helps us to plan for 
seating and food, and you could win a 

fabulous door prize prize!

Integrity and What it Means 
to Us 
As mentioned earlier, integrity of the system 
has been enhanced and this is due to 6.1 
conversions removing any altered programs 
that exist now, extending the ability to 
remove any future code corruption on any 
runnable MI application without program 
source and requires no ongoing updates. It 
prevents the loading of non-i5/OS “system 
state” programs and stops the loading of 
non-i5/OS programs that lack creation 
data. Conversion removes any unsupported 
alterations by creating the program using 
only defined MI constructs. 

Unlike anti-virus software on other 
platforms, MI updates are not required to 
stay ahead of new forms of attack. Instead of 
constantly updating anti-virus software, re-
creating a program from its MI constructs, 
as specified in its creation data, will always 
eliminate threats. Once again, how did these 
other platforms get so popular? Here we are 
with an OS that by design/nature does not 
allow destructive software to run, but yet 
people still insist on running software that 
is open to malicious intent from virii and 
hackers. Guess it’s true what they say; you 
cannot save people from themselves. 

Taken as a whole, this upgrade may seem 
a little intimidating, but proper planning 
and ensuring that you have all your ducks 
in a row will allow you to move to 6.1 and 
begin enjoying the many other new features, 
functions and enhancements that we didn’t 
have time to cover in this short article. For 
more information on those topics, contact 
your IBM rep or IBM Business Partner rep 
or have a look through the IBM website for 
details.  TG

Garth Tucker, managing director 
of i3 Tech Group and Dynamic 
Disaster Recovery of Aurora, is 
an IBM System i Specialist and 

Business Continuity Planner, 
IBM Certified for V4R3 through 

V5R4 as well as being CompTIA 
Linux+ Certified. He has many 

years of experience with System i 
and helped write the Technical 

Overviews of OS400; V4R4, V4R5, 
V5R1 and V6R1 with the IBM ITSO. 

In addition, he has presented 
sessions at COMMON, TEC 

conferences and TUG MoMs.

—“Git ‘er Done” Continued from page 15 

Murphy’s Other Laws 
Light travels faster than sound. This is •	
why some people appear bright until 
you hear them speak. 
A fine is a tax for doing wrong. A tax •	
is a fine for doing well.
Change is inevitable, except from a •	
vending machine. 
Nothing is foolproof to a sufficiently •	
talented fool. 
The 50-50-90 rule: Anytime you have •	
a 50-50 chance of getting something 
right, there’s a 90% probability you’ll 
get it wrong. 
It is said that if you line up all the cars •	
in the world end-to-end, someone 
would be stupid enough to try to pass 
them. 
The things that come to those that •	
wait may be the things left by those 
who got there first. 
Give a man a fish and he will eat for a •	
day. Teach a man to fish and he will sit 
in a boat all day drinking beer. 
Flashlight: A case for holding dead •	
batteries. 
The shin bone is a device used to find •	
furniture. 
When you go into court, you are •	
putting yourself in the hands of 12 
people who weren’t smart enough to 
get out of jury duty. 

Submitted by Ed Jowett

The Dollar’s Soaring,
Employment’s High--
Don’t let the good times
Pass you by!

Scan and rhyme,
Are a waste of time, 
If a coder reads it,
And forgets to seton  
the LR Indicator.

NOTES

C*RN BYTES
By Ken Davis



Do you remember when communication
was this quick and easy?

It still can be! Do the simple math.

Pass us a quick note for more Voice Over IP information
You will be glad you did.  info@ableone.com

1(800)461-2253 ex251
www.ableone.com

VoIP= Big Benefits+ + +

What is IP telephony? Simply stated, it is technology that sends voice communication over your data network using Internet Protocol (IP). 
This is in contrast to traditional phone systems where data and voice networks were totally separate. More companies of all size are 
replacing their traditional phone systems with IP telephony to realize both productivity benefits and infrastructure cost savings. 
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